Hour Champions

Engaged Giving

Hour Champions are a special group of engaged supporters making a difference in the medical transport community with regular gifts. Hour Champions provide a reliable source of support each month or quarter so the MedEvac Foundation may stay focused on critical safety and medical transport issues.

Reasons to support the MedEvac Foundation:
• I want to advance the cause and believe in the mission of the MedEvac Foundation.
• The MedEvac Foundation aligns with my top priorities.
• I understand how my donation will be used and trust it will be used wisely.
• I know that 100% of my gift benefits the MedEvac Foundation.
• I value the role the MedEvac Foundation plays within the global air medical and critical care ground transport community and understand why they need my help.
• I have flexibility in the way I can donate (i.e. timing, amount).
• The donation process is easy.

Hour Champions Giving Club members receive:
• A special Hour Champions lapel pin,
• Advance notices of upcoming research releases,
• Weekly newsletters highlighting cutting edge program and research breakthroughs,
• An invitation to the annual AMTC donor reception, and
• Their gift listed in our annual report.

Please become an Hour Champion today!

Who We Are

The MedEvac Foundation International is a non-profit 501(c)(3) charitable organization headquartered in the Washington, DC area. The Foundation is the charitable arm of the Association of Air Medical Services (AAMS) representing the Air Medical and Critical Care Ground Transport Industry.

What are you waiting for?

Make a difference by giving an hour of your salary or another amount once a month. Monthly giving is easy! Just sign up for automatic deductions from a debit or credit card and you will have the satisfaction of knowing that your gift is going where it is needed most, by the most cost-effective means possible.

Please support the MedEvac Foundation’s “Taking Care of Own” initiative. Your gift will have a positive impact on the air medical and critical care transport industry.

Visit medevacfoundation.org and click on “Donate Now.” Make a difference today.

For more information on any of our “Taking Care of Our Own” programs, please visit: www.medevacfoundation.org or call (703) 836-8732.

Join with the MedEvac Foundation outreach program in this important work:

spread the message that air medical and critical care transport saves lives
learn from each other through collaboration with the global medevac community
promote safe practices for the benefit of our crew members and patients
take care of our own in the event of a tragedy
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The MedEvac Foundation outreach program has several goals: to spread the message that air medical and critical care ground transport saves lives; collaborating with the global medevac community to learn from each other; promoting safe practices; and taking care of our own, in the event of tragedy.

Family Grant Fund
The Family Grand Fund offers financial assistance to families of air medical and critical care ground crew members immediately following a fatal or serious accident to cover unanticipated costs.
The fund was created to assist with expenses such as travel and lodging, a leave of absence from work, childcare, and medical and bereavement services.
The grant is paid directly to affected family and does not need to be applied for or repaid.

Children’s Scholarship Fund
The tragedy of a medical transport accident is permanent and will last a lifetime, especially when children are involved.
In an effort to respond to this need, the MedEvac Foundation developed a higher education scholarship for children who have lost a parent or had a parent seriously injured in an air medical or critical care ground transport accident.
Selected applicants will be awarded a one-time scholarship.

Vision Zero and Vision Zero Toolbox
The program addresses the essential components of building a community culture of safety.
Education, awareness and vigilance are used collaboratively to enhance the safety culture community-wide.
Through the free exchange of information, safety is kept at the forefront of everyone’s mind. Vision Zero and the Vision Zero Toolbox will continue to identify specific products and services to enhance industry safety programs.
The MedEvac Foundation is proud to provide funding that has revitalized this critical AAMS safety initiative.

Research and Education
Grants
The MedEvac Foundation International is proud to invest in research projects aimed to help the medical transport community improve their safety and quality-of-care they provide to patients-in-need.

SMTA Scholarship
The Safety Management Training Academy (SMTA) is a safety management education program for leaders in medical transport.
The Foundation offers a two-year scholarship to qualified applicants.

MTLI Scholarship
The Medical Transport Leadership Institute (MTLI) is an opportunity for members of the air medical and critical care ground transport industry to enhance their leadership and management skills.
Two-year scholarships are available to qualified applicants.

It was an incredibly important experience for me to win the 2012 MedEvac Foundation Children’s Scholarship. Knowing I was being supported by the work of my father, who passed away working to help others, was really special for me.
—Geoff, scholarship recipient

For more information on any of our “Taking Care of Our Own” programs, please visit: www.medevacfoundation.org